
 
 

 

 
 

ACTUAL NUMBER OF EARTH YEARS IN A GREAT YEAR  of  25,920 

Leo 
10,373BC  

to  ca  
7,565BC 

 2,808 
years 

 

Cancer  
 7,565BC   

to ca  
6,053BC     

1,512 
Gemini:  
6,053BC  

to ca 
4,109BC      

1,944  
  
 Taurus:  
4,109 BC  

to ca  
1,445BC      

2,664  
 
  
 

Aries:  
1,445 BC  

to  about 5BC   
1,440 
years 

  
 

  Pisces:
about 5 BC  
to 2,587  AD

ca   2,592
years to 

 cross over

 
 

 
Aquarius:  
ca 1,872 
years 

 
Capricorn:  
ca 2,016 
years 

 
  

 
 

 
Sagittarius:  
ca 2,448 
years 

 
Scorpius:  
ca 1,800 
years 

 
Libra:  

ca 1,656 
years 

 
Virgo:  

laps over Boötes 
ca 3,168 years 
to cross over 

Yellow dotted line is where our sun really is and where we really 
are in Pisces – with over  one thousand three  hundred +  

years yet to go before the cusp of  Aquarius 

Before  3127BC 
endnote based on a 
year ~ orbit 
being 260 of 
our days... 
Until 705BC 
based on a year 
being 360 days 
from 705BC 
based on our 
year being 365 
then from Oct 
2013 our orbit 
year being 377 
days  & growing 

Edgar Cayce: 
(Q) What was 
the date of the 

actual begin-
ning and ending 

of the building 
of the Great 

Pyramid? (A) 
ʺWas a hundred 
years in const-

ruction, 10,490 
to 10,390 BC   
Reading 5748-6 

July 1, 1932. 
[in Leo Rising1,2] 
 
 
 
 

See the pdf forum MILLWHEEL OF THE AGES... Very recently someone has come up with the idea that the “precession of ages” should include Pegasus slotted 
between Pisces and Aquarius, naming Scheat (the star in the “leg” of Pegasus) as a focal point.  It makes little difference to the outcome of Aquarius being 
nowhere near our horizon of view by many cent-uries yet, and if it is only a leg, (due to the haphazard overlap of Pisces with Aquarius) it is not all of Pegasus! 



Using Norton's Star Atlas charts showing  the 1930 IAU constellation boundaries, which were drawn to 
conform as much as possible to traditionally recognized constellations. Luckily 1930 was before the 1933 “legal” E.T.  “treaties”  

The ecliptic is plotted there and the ecliptic longitude crosses the boundaries. 
This table below is the collator’s, takes into account the longitudes in true appearance (rather than Mercator projection) 
 

Aries 20 
Taurus 37 
Gemini 27 
Cancer 21 
Leo   39 
Virgo / & 
Boötes  44 
Libra 23 
Scorpius 25 
Sagittarius 34 
Capricorn 28 
Aquarius 26 
Pisces 36 
degrees of sun 

crossing 
360 

 

1440 once Musca The Fly age in Egypt aka Apis the Bee aka Vespa/Wasp † 
2664 some may be including Pleiades with Taurus, with no option* 

1944 Gemini/Procyon is short on its own, without Monoceros 
1512 Cancer was the Crayfish, standing on its head, so shortish across 
2808 end of the archaic Egyptian 'year' the Lion body of the Sphinx 
3168 beginning of the Egyptian 'year', female Virgin on the Sphinx 
1656 the only non animal in the zodiac, fits into a square proportion 
1800 even biting the heel/foot of the Snake Holder, not a large sun crossing 
2448 Sagittarius has over 40 named stars (as does Pleiades) 
2016 the Sea creature/Goat is also nearly vertical, yet seems smaller †† 
1872 a Hu-Man standing – providing the headwaters to River Eridanus 
2592 the formation of the many fishes is a large ancient fish trap 
totals 25,920  Earth orbits/years in a great cycle / 12 = averages 2160 not one of which is 2160 

 

• the excuse makers who say each zodiac crossing is "2000" years are using the Moon (by 13) & not the 
Sun chart, and this gives them their ʺ26,000 year great cycleʺ, which it is not 

• table of the the Precession of Ages using:Norton’s 1930 IAU Constellation Star Atlas 
for the number of degrees in each zodiac sun crossing –- which had been tampered with as follows: 
“Ptolemy himself declares that he altered the form of some of the constellations to give the figures a 
better proportion, of stars which the older astronomers had placed... 
Bayer turned the backs of the figures to the spectator instead of the faces, and Albert Dürer, or some 
German, put them all into Gothic costume, in which they remained till the time of Flamstead. He revised, 
or rather re-constructed the forms of the constellations, and first laying down the stars themselves 
correctly, drew the figures according to that part of the body in which the several stars were said to be 
placed by Hipparchus and Ptolemy.ʺ from Miss Frances Rolleston/in the MAZZAROTH-MIZRAIM, guided there via the Template 

• † Thus the 5th Dynasty door lintel (under the 19th dynasty Seti I cover-up) was in the time of Snefru/ 
Marduk with Apis changed to Aries the Ram (one is behind the other in the skies) and the previous age  
of Taurus was associated with Apu/Ninurta, not Apis/Bee... (also known as Musca/Fly and Vespa/Wasp) 
 

*The Pleiades is an autonomous constellation of stars travelling in their own direction as a “clump” or “heap-pile” 
happening to be under the “tail of Taurus” (which has no hind legs).        The Pleiades has nine named stars. 
† The Wasp  a constellation appears on the  5th dynasty door lintel of the 19th dynasty Seti I tomb.  Along with a helicopter, and 
aerial refueller amongst other high tech objects. The Goose Returning (now called Cygnus) also appears next to the Wasp, both 
on the door lintel and on the Kariong (Bambara) hieroglyph walls near Gosford Sydney.  
The Wasp is where the J-Rod52 (a Che-rub) have been staying since they left Zeta Reticuli to the J-Rod45 
Thus, we have both Cygnus/the Leptorrhin under Tibet, and J-Rod52 represented, both of whom are with the Elohim Alliances. 
Dan Burisch said the J-Rod52 (Che-ila) told him they had left the Zeta45s to camp at Gliese 876C, near The Wasp from our view 
†† to my eye, Capricorn does not seem as large as Aquarius as a crossing of the sun's path goes, it seems to me these should 
be reversed.   Plus – it is really Libra which overlaps and partially includes Boötes along with its attendant Bufo, although Virgo 
sprawls awkwardly making it very difficult to find boundaries.  
1GANTENBRINK’S CEILING STAR MAP  
“The etching of a starmap centred exactly above Gantenbrink’s Door, in the “airshaft’ running up and away south from the 
Queen’s Chamber in the great pyramid, depicts some amazing surprises for us all,    if we would only do the research.  
No hieroglyphs here at all;  just celestial  markings.  
These markings were NOT purposeless graffiti; because if purposeless graffiti were allowed, then markings would have been 
found all over the pyramid, and they were not. All facets of the pyramid were aligned to a Northmark – INCLUDING the shaft 
pointing south – to align that shaft to something different than the true north sky (what everything else was aligned to) would have 
caused failure in the engineering.”  Djedi  leader Shaun Whitehead   spoken by a person not aware of the complete turn in Gemini 
2 EDGAR  CAYCE’S INFORMERS would have had the correct dating, which is LEO RISING.        LEO RISING happens to be the date Edgar Cayce stated

  LEO RISING is the timing named in Clay Tablet #10 Of EnKi by Endubsar.  Said to be the reason  for  the Leonine Sphinx 

The STARMAP found by Gantenbrink’s robot on the ceiling of an “air shaft” in the Great Pyramid -  being placed where it was may have 3

been not just for secrecy sake – but as a dating mechanism – but mayhap placing the STARMAP anywhere else just might have WIPED IT 
CLEAN by the REAL USE of the pyramid?  The dating of that starmap, after making allowances for the deduction of 324 years in 676AD and 
then the addition of 1,000 years in later calendars – means the astronomical date matches what Edgar Cayce stated.  
All our current computerized programmes were “brought into line” in the Y2K fiasco. 
 

2 71 4 La vie demeure a raifon:  roy fe range. President’s alliance/treaty joins: life remains via reasoning. Treaty Nine 
FIERY DEMIURGE ANGER VIED RARE AVILE INSANE FOUR EVIL  LEAVING YOUNGSTERS  ALIVE ...  ANU REASONING ENLARGES REAL 
MEDIEVAL YEARS SO YOUR AGE ERA IS LONGER.  YOUR ERROR-FREE ERA REFRAINversesYA REFEREES RE-UNION OF AGES, RELEASES 

o ERROR-FREE ERA REFRAINversesYA REFEREES = the works of NostraDamus. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Pyramid_of_Giza
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_north


 

 
  ʺCompare this to the astronomical ‘clocks’  
  It matches the 9,200BC - 9,500 BC lineupʺ 4 

August 2012 scholars were not aware of the added 676 years 
[IN REALITY = 10,200 ~ 10.500 BC & C+F+CAYCE] 

 

1, 3 Engraved on the ceiling above GANTENBRINK’S robot PROBLEM being: all computer starmaps are 676 years forward  5  
4  The Origin and Significance of the Great Pyramid, by C. Staniland Wake, [1882] 
Great Pyramid SkyMap dated 9200 bce Video 3.wmv - YouTube  ► 6:53  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X8yY6Rzaog    ► 4:36.  
Jun 11, 2012 - Uploaded by Abel Baker  Djedi Robot ...  
Fourth Pyramid:  http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/The4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html 
a link to Frederic Norden’s  book:    visualiseur.bnf.fr/CadresFenetre?O=NUM....   
and the original story bringing this information: abovetopsecret.com/forum/thre...     
5 PROBLEM being: all computer starmaps are 676  years forward -                See FIX THE CALENDARS,  See Sylvie Ivanova Megaliths.Org            
We are really in 1,342 at 2018. All computers were brought into that line in the Y2K debacle. Making 2012 a long way yet to go

 
 

 

At the time of trying to establish where we really are – according to a Roman edict of shortly after i676, the number of years 
added was 324. The millennium became 1,000 A.D.    Simply by removing the ʺiʺ / ʺyʺ / ʺjʺ  prefix and adding a suffix of A.D. 
To compound the calendar errors, the “i” had been taken to be a number “1” around the same period – during the moving 
of the 600’s into the 7 hundreds = adding 1,000 yrs. There have been numerous items on the Antiques Roadshow which do 
show the ʺiʺ clearly before a date beginning with a  “6” (such as on the back-board of a 7th century sulky and many more 
seventh century dated articles) People of the following  century – the late 700s and early 800s  (the “9th century”) were 
aware and did send us warnings they “carved in stone”.                                                                                            
NOTE: The current calendar may have begun when Immanuel Iscariot was 33, the ʺcrucifixionʺ date, and not his birth date. 
The Age of Pisces was calculated from birth date, and the preceding Ages were taken from that date.       Helen Mead-Parks  
 

  

  

 Before 3127BC relates to Hancock’s 3114BC (allowing for recovery time) following the Austrian asteroid which changed our orbit 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X8yY6Rzaog
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X8yY6Rzaog
http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/The4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html

	Great Pyramid SkyMap dated 9200 bce Video 3.wmv - YouTube  ► 6:53

